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Hopkins Remembers Its Architect
BRONZE OF DOUGLAS H. THOlVIAS, JR.,
TO BE UNVEILED

TOMORROW

by

w.

I
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TIS
more than twenty years since
H. Llewellyn Raney, then librarian of Johns
Hopkins University, paid warm trigute to
the late Douglas H. I'homas, Jr., for his
part in the memorable design of the new
university, a harmonious entity, which today
is one of Baltimore's
most distinguished
architectural
possessions. It also is twenty
years since the interruption of the first plan
for giving that talented 'but short-lived architect a permanent memorial in what is, after
all, his principal monument,
Gilman Hall
itself.
In the score of years which have passed
the memorial plan had been generally for.
. gotten and-so
short is man.'s memory-s-a
few people at Hopkins itself have been found
only faintly aware of the services performed
by Mr. Thomas up to the time of his death,
in i916.
The class of 1893 (Mr. Thomas was its
first president) has not forgotten, and at the
moment is making it difficult for 'future visi.tors to Gilman Hallto forget. For an incident
of tomorrow's annual Commemoration
Day
at Hopkins will be the unveiling in Gilman
Hall of Louis Rosenthal's bronze relief of
Mr. Thomas, the class' delayed memorial

BARNES
The fragile plaster had not merely cracked,
but had crumbled almost into dust. He
started a miserable and awkward apology,
but before he could finish, the sculptor, with
tight lips and rage in his heart, was walking
toward the outer ail;'. •
AT THE TIME the Hopkins classmates did not
'feel much better about it, but that was long
ago, and their zeal for the project and their
admiration
for ·Mr. Thomas were warm
enough to keep the enterprise alive for them.
One of them, a patient and tactful man, made
it his duty to overcome Mr. Rosentha-l's distaste for ever hearing anything more about
the plaque. He took his time about the persuasion, meeting Mr. Rosenthal from time to
time and solemnly mentioning that one of
these days he was sure the sculptor would
feel like doing the relief over a.gain. The first
job had been a fine one, and certainly a fine
job which is destroyed is worth doing over
again, he pointed out gently.
Twenty years of confident suggestion of
tha.t sort has to accomplish something. Last
summer the tactful negotiator decided that
twenty years was long enough to spend on
the preliminary
campaign, and asked the

conversations with many men and women,
ing the harmony of that pattern throughout
some of them now dead. He studied the
the whole group.
. photographs
intently,
recalled the thirdMr. Thomas, born in 1872, had grown up
dimensional information
he had so painsin a Maryland environment in which such
takingly gathered two decades ago, and
things as the Georgian and Federal .period
set to work. In a shorter time than the 1916 , architecture were still dominant. They were a
part of him. After graduation from Hopkins
model had needed, the new one was completed, was approved by the classmates'
and post-graduate work at Massachusetts Institute of Technology he went to Europe (in
representatives,
and-no
more
carrying
boyhood "he had been in school at Lausanne)
around in elevators this time-was
sent to
to continue his architectural studies in France
the foundry for casting in imperishable
and Greece. Returned to America, he entered
bronze.
the Boston-Baltimore partnership which was
Already this task is completed, and the
his until his death, at 42.
metal tablet .fastened beside the dignified
entrance to Gilman Hall-e-Mr. Thomas' own
building. It will be unveiled tomorrow, the
HE ·WAS PRESIDENT of the Maryland Institute
presentation
being made by Siegmund B.
of Architects and well known in the profesSonneborn in behalf of the class of 1893.
sion elsewhere. He first won the 1906 compe.
~
tition for the design of the new Hopkins, and
LIBRARIAN RANEY'S recital
of Mr. Thomas'
for the next ten years the working out of that
part in designing. the Hopkins on Homewood
whole design, and detailed work on Gilman
campus was included in his discussion of the
Hall and other individual components took
completed Gilman Hall, the university's chief
up a very large part of his short but eager
building, in "The University In Its Ne.w
life. Other local buildings for which he was
Home" a Hopkins publication of 1916. Said
"largely responsible
include
the Gilman
Mr. Raney, speaking of the work which had
School, the Savings Bank of Baltimore, Alexbeen progressing since 1906:
ander Brown & Sons and the State Normal
The executive architects were the firm or
School at Towson.
Parker, Thomas & Rice, of Baltimore and
Boston, but it is fair to say that the chief
burden was carri.ed by MI'. Douglas H.
Tholnas, Jr. For ten years the problems of
Homewood lay near his heart. His firm
had in competition submitted the successful design for the Iayout of grouncls. This
chief building had, been brought to completion .and work started on the added
commission to work out a plan for the
Admlnlstrative
Building, when he met his

'* '*

MR. ROSENTHAL, whose beautifully
sculptured
miniatures in precious metal have long been
_-Lamoos, remarks a little acidly that, good -as
is tt1s Qwn memory, he has never been permitted to forget about the memorial in all
these twenty years. By one of the members
of the class .of 1893 he has been reminded
ny times in thgt period, so many times
that he long ago lost a certain indignation
which once poss-essed him at earn mention
of the memorial.
Mr. Rosenthal was entitled to indignation,
too, it must be admitted. For the chaste and
beautiful plaster model from which has just
been made the bronze tablet which is to be
dedicated tomorrow 'is not the first which he
fashioned. His first was made on schedule,
twenty years ago, after weeks and weeks-oaf
-sueh preparation as a conscientious sculptor
puts into his work. Commissioned at that
time by Mr. Thomas' classmates to do the
job, Mr. Rosenthal examined a variety of
photographs of Mr. Thomas, read accounts
of his life and interests, and talked with a
great many persons who would recall mannerisms and mobile facial expressions during
""'1r""""4QCW=. o!~otions.
Then he set to
work with his plastic clay-a particular composite of his own mixing, which meets his
particular requirements to a nicety, but which
has one possible defect. This is its excessive
.f gility once it is dried for casting. Time, in
this instance, was to prove its fragility a
very serious defect.

sculptor's labors on what soon became
for him a most absorbing enterprise stretched
over a period of weeks of intermittent" atten-=-tion. Modeling from life is a different thing
from portraying a face which one has never
seen. A painter can find great aid in a photograph. A sculptor, too, can use a two-dimension photograph, to be sure, but his own
- imagi(lation must build out the third dimension, with little to guide him save pictured
shadows and the conflicting descriptions of
acquaintances, who inevitably recall a dead
friend in wholly varying moods. Yet for all
these handicaps,
Mr. Rosenthal's
model
steadily took form, and met the enthusiastic
~dpproval
of classmates, professional
associates and relatives of Mr. Thomas.
Then when the plaster model was ready
for the mold from which the metal cast
would be made, Mr. Rosenthal took it for a
final examination. That completed, he was
just about to descend in the elevator with his
precious plaster when an acquaintance rushed
down the corridor for one more look. The
acquaintance snatched at the parcel which
Mr. Rosenthal was carrying so carefully.
It slipped from his hand, shot against the
wall and fell with a crash to the marble floor,
Mr. Rosenthal did not have to look at it.
He knew what had happened. The other
gazed in dismay at the ruin he had wrought.
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by Louis Rosenthal, which will be unveiled tomorrow in memory
architect of Gilman Hall (suggested in the lower right corner)

sculptor flatly whether he would not now do
the plaque once more, The sculptor shrugged
his shoulders helplessly and laughed: "All
right," he said, but he stipulated grimly that
this time he would take the completed plaster
model straight from his studio to the casting
foundry.
FROM somewhere were uncovered two photographs which had been of use on the first
occasion. The sculptor's retentive memory
still held the knowledge of all these 1916

of the

tragic end. Though struck down in his
prinie, he had written his name brilliantly
in the annals of his Alma Mater.
The keynote of the new Hopkins, as every
admiring sightseer observes, was supplied by
the gracious Carroll mansion, Homewood, at
the Charles street entrance to the campus.
The beauty of that venerable mansion, built
in 1801, is readily recognized. What the layman is less likely to recognize is the.difficulty,
a century later, of tastefully' employing its
characteristics in the much larger buildings
which the universiwJfequired,
and maintain-
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